Abstract
, these strategies are limited, either due to the need for expensive and 112 laborious generation of archived strains or the need for organism-specific genetic tools. 113 114
A simpler alternative for overexpression screens is a shotgun library-based approach in 115 which random DNA is introduced into a host organism for phenotyping and functional 116 assessment. This approach has been widely used for studying increased-copy number 117 effects on a desired phenotype 26,27 and for activity-based screening of metagenomic 118 samples 34, 35 . Nevertheless, most shotgun expression libraries have only been assayed 119 in a small number of conditions looking for a specific gene-function, and are often 120 performed as qualitative selections on a plate [34] [35] [36] . Furthermore, current shotgun-based 121 approaches typically require tedious and expensive sequencing and sample preparation 122 protocols for identifying the selected gene(s) 26, 27, 37, 38 . With arrival of next-generation 123 sequencing technologies, all positive candidates can be pooled, and cloned regions can 124 be amplified and sequenced in parallel 39, 40 . Unfortunately, sequencing the cloned 125 regions (to identify the genes conferring the phenotype) is labor intensive and may 126 become cost-prohibitive if the overexpression library is being assayed in many 127
conditions. As such, there is a need for high-throughput gain-of-function technology that 128 is simple, quantitative, agnostic to source DNA, and which facilitates multiplexed 129 quantification of fitness under hundreds of experimental conditions. 130 131
Here we present a new method termed Dub-seq, or dual barcoded shotgun expression 132 library sequencing, for performing high-throughput and quantitative gain-of-function 133 screens. Dub-seq requires an initial characterization of the overexpression library by 134 linking the genomic breakpoints of each clone to a pair of random DNA barcodes.
135
Subsequent screens are performed using a competitive fitness assay with a simple 136 DNA barcode sequencing and quantification assay (BarSeq 41 ). As a demonstration of 137 this approach, we generated an E. coli Dub-seq library and assayed the phenotypic 138 consequences of overexpressing nearly all genes on E. coli fitness under dozens of 139 experimental conditions. We show that Dub-seq yields gene fitness data that is 140 consistent with known biology and also provides novel gene-function insights. We 141 validate some of these new findings by overexpressing individual genes and quantifying 142 these strains' fitness. Given that only DNA and a suitable host organism for assaying 143 fitness are necessary, Dub-seq can be readily extended to diverse functional genomics 144 and biotechnology applications. 
RESULTS

153
Overview of Dub-seq 154
The Dub-seq approach is summarized in Figure 1 and can separated into four different 155 steps. First, a plasmid library is generated with pairs of random 20 nucleotide DNA 156 sequences, termed the UP and DOWN barcodes. To link the identities of the two-157 barcode sequences on each plasmid, Barcode-Pair sequencing (BPseq) is performed 158 (Fig. 1a, Methods) . Second, sheared genomic DNA from an organism under 159 investigation is cloned between the previously associated UP and DOWN barcodes 160 (Fig. 1b) . Third, the genomic fragment endpoints are mapped and associated with the 161 two-barcode sequences using a TnSeq-like protocol 13 . We term this step Barcode-162
Association-with Genome fragment by sequencing or BAGseq and the resulting plasmid 163 library as the "Dub-seq" library ( Fig. 1c) . The BAGseq step requires two sample 164 preparations to separately map genomic fragment junctions to the UP and DOWN 165 barcodes. The BAGseq characterization generates a table of barcode sequences and 166 the cloned chromosomal breakpoints at single-nucleotide resolution. Because the two 167 random DNA barcodes have been previously associated, we can infer the exact 168 sequence of each plasmid in the Dub-seq library if the sequence of the source DNA is 169 known. Lastly, we introduce the Dub-seq plasmid library into a host bacterium and 170 monitor the fitness of strains carrying these plasmids in a competitive fitness assay 171 under a particular condition by PCR amplifying and quantifying the abundance of the 172 DNA barcode sequences (BarSeq 41 , Fig. 1d ). In these pooled fitness experiments, the 173 barcode abundance changes depending upon the fitness phenotype imparted by the 174 barcode-associated-genome fragments. A data analysis pipeline yields fitness scores 175 for individual strains (or "fragments") and for each gene. These gene scores provide an 176 assessment of the phenotypic consequence of overexpressing nearly all of the genes 177 represented in the cloned DNA fragments. The advantage of Dub-seq is that it 178 decouples the characterization of a shotgun overexpression library (which is more 179 laborious) from the cheaper and simpler fitness determination step using BarSeq. As 180 such, a Dub-seq library can be readily assayed in hundreds of different experimental 181 conditions. Dub-seq can be viewed as an overexpression-based, gain-of-function 182 version of our previously described method for random barcode transposon-site 183 sequencing (RB-TnSeq) 13 In the E. coli Dub-seq library, the fragments are evenly distributed across the 219 chromosome (Fig. 2a) , the average fragment size is 2.6 kB (Fig. 2b) , and the majority 220 of fragments covered 2-3 genes in their entirety (Fig. 2c) . 80% of genes in the E. coli 221 genome are covered (from start to stop codon) by at least 5 independent genomic 222 fragments in the Dub-seq library (Fig. 2d) and 97% of all genes are covered by at least 223 one fragment. Just 135 genes are not covered in their entirety by any Dub-seq fragment 224
(Supplementary Table 1 ). Many of these unmapped or uncovered genes encode 225 membrane and ribosomal proteins and probably reflect the lethality of overexpressing 226 these genes 43 . Other genes could not be confidently mapped because they are 227 associated with repetitive regions. For example, we could not confidently map 228 fragments covering ETT2 type III secretion system pathogenicity island and its regulator 229 gene ygeH which has tetratricopeptide repeat motifs, while the neighboring protein-230 coding genes are well mapped (Fig. 2a) . Similarly, we could not map genes within 231 ribosomal RNA operons (example, rrlD, Fig. 2a) , as E. coli encodes multiple nearly-232 identical copies of these loci. Some large genes with length more than 3.5 Kb, such as 233 rpoB, are not entirely covered by any fragments in our library, while other large genes 234 such as acrB are covered by only one fragment (Fig. 2a) . 235 236
Of the E. coli protein-coding genes that are essential for viability when deleted 5 , 95% 237 are completely covered by at least one fragment in the Dub-seq library (Supplementary  238  Table 2 ). This demonstrates that the Dub-seq approach can interrogate genes that are 239 not typically assayed for conditional phenotypes in loss-of-function approaches. There 240 are only 17 protein-coding genes that are both essential for viability when deleted and 241 absent from our Dub-seq library (Supplementary Table 2 ). 242 243
Strain and gene fitness profiling using BarSeq 244
The key advantage of Dub-seq is the ease of assessing the relative fitness contributions 245 of all genes contained in the cloned genomic fragments using pooled, competitive 246 growth assays. Depending on the assay condition and the gene(s) encoded by a 247 genomic fragment, the relative abundance of a strain carrying that fragment can change 248 due to its fitness advantage or disadvantage relative to strains carrying other fragments.
249
Because the DNA barcodes have been previously associated to each genomic 250 fragment, we can simply compare the relative abundance of each barcode before and 251 after selective growth using DNA barcode sequencing or BarSeq 41 .
253
As a demonstration of Dub-seq fitness assays and to illustrate our approach for 254 calculating strain (fragment) and gene fitness scores, we recovered an aliquot of the E.
255
coli Dub-seq library in LB to mid-log phase, collected a cell pellet for the "start" (or time-256 zero sample), and used the remaining cells to inoculate an LB culture supplemented 257 with 1.2 mM nickel. After growth in the presence of nickel, we collected a second cell 258 pellet for the "condition" sample. We extracted plasmid DNA from the start and condition 259 samples, PCR amplified the UP and DOWN DNA barcodes from each, and sequenced 260 the DNA barcodes with Illumina. We calculate the fragment fitness score for each strain 261 by taking the normalized log2 ratio of the number of reads for each barcode in condition 262 sample versus the start sample (Fig. 1) Supplementary Fig. 1ab ). Therefore, we 268 only sequenced the UP barcodes for all additional experiments in this study.
270
Given that multiple, causative and non-causative genes can be contained on a single 271 fragment, to assign a fitness score to a particular gene it is necessary to examine the 272 score of all fragments containing the gene. Here, we considered two different ways to 273 estimate fitness score of a gene. The first approach was to simply take the average of 274 all fitness scores for fragments that contained the gene in its entirety (the "mean" score).
275
The second approach was to use a regression method for estimating gene fitness score 276 so as to prevent genes from having artifactually high fitness scores if they were located 277 near other causative genes. Specifically, we adopted non-negative least squares 278 regression (the "regression" score) (see Methods). To illustrate how the mean and 279 regression scores differ in practice, consider the gene fitness scores for two adjacent 280 genes under elevated nickel stress, rcnA and rcnR ( Fig. 3a and 3b) . RcnA is a nickel 281 efflux protein whose overexpression is known to lead to increased nickel tolerance 45 . 282
Conversely, rcnR encodes a transcriptional repressor that weakly represses its own 283 expression and that of rcnA, and the overexpression of rcnR alone is not expected to 284 increase nickel tolerance 45 . While the mean and regression approaches both result in 285 similar (and correct) high Dub-seq scores for rcnA (Fig. 3a) , only the regression 286 approach results in the correct, neutral fitness score for the rcnR (Fig. 3b) . The mean 287 score calculation approach leads to an artifactually high fitness score for rcnR because 288 many of the fragments that contain this gene also contain the neighboring rcnA (Fig. 3b,  289 Supplementary Figs. 2ab and 3ab). Based on these results and other examples 290 ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ) that we examined, we concluded that the optimal strategy was 291 to use the regression method for calculating Dub-seq gene fitness scores (Methods).
293
To assess the reproducibility of Dub-seq fitness assays, we compared the results 294 obtained from independent samples. First, the number of sequencing read counts for 295 each UP barcodes from the Dub-seq library from different start samples were highly 296 correlated (Supplementary Fig. 1c) . Likewise, between two biological replicates of the 297 nickel stress experiment, we found a strong correlation for fragment fitness (r = 0.80; 298 Fig. 3c ) and for regression-based gene fitness (r =0.89; Fig. 3d We focused on the genes with positive fitness scores, as the overexpression of a gene 315 that is important for a given process is usually expected to lead to a fitness 316 advantage 17,46 , but we also examined the negative scores. To identify a subset of the 317 effects that were likely to be reliable, we used three filters: the fitness effect was large 318 relative to the variation between start samples (|score| >= 2); the fragments containing 319 the gene showed consistent fitness across replicate experiments (using a t test); and 320 the number of reads for those fragments was sufficient for the gene score to have little 321 noise (see Methods). Effects that passed these filters were more likely to be consistent 322 in replicate experiments (for example, see Fig. 3d ). We considered an effect that 323 passed these filters to be of high confidence if it was based on more than one fragment 324 or if the gene had a large effect in another experiment for the compound. Overall, we 325 identified 4,051 high-confidence effects, representing 813 of the 4,151 genes assayed 326 (Supplementary Table 3 ). 400 different genes had a high-confidence fitness benefit 327 when overexpressed in at least one condition, while the overexpression of 571 different 328 genes led to a decrease in fitness in at least one condition. Nearly all experiments (153 329 of 155) had at least one gene with a high-confidence effect. By shuffling the 330 measurements for each fragment in each experiment, we estimated a false discovery 331 rate of less than 2% (Methods). Among the E. coli genes essential for viability when 332 deleted 5 , 46 have a high-confidence benefit in at least in one experiment, demonstrating 333 that gain-of-function approaches like Dub-seq can identify conditional phenotypes for 334 genes that are not typically interrogated by loss-of-function approaches such as Tn-seq. 335 336
Some genes had positive fitness benefits across many conditions. In particular, five 337 genes (recA, galE, dgt, rcnA, fabB) had high-confidence benefits in 10 or more different 338 conditions. The most frequent benefits were found for recA and galE, which are 339 disrupted in the DH10B derivative host strain we used 47 (Methods). Even for pleiotropic 340 genes, we find that they confer a more extreme beneficial phenotype in some 341
conditions. For example, UDP-glucose 4-epimerase (galE) is highly beneficial to 342 overexpress in the presence of 0.1 mM benzethonium chloride, with gene scores of +12 343 or +14 in two replicate experiments. All of galE's other scores were under +5. Similarly, 344 strand exchange and recombination gene recA shows high fitness scores of +6 in the 345 presence of cisplatin, lomefloxacin and sodium chloride. In addition to these examples, 346
we found that 32 genes provide growth advantage in 5 or more antibiotics, metals or 347 other stress conditions, as compared to 241 genes showing growth benefit in just one 348 condition (Supplementary Table 3 ). 370 371
In total, we identified 41 instances where the Dub-seq fitness data is consistent with the 372 known growth benefit imparted by the gene (Supplementary Table 4 ). These high 373 confidence, known hits include genes encoding diverse functions such as efflux pumps, 374 transporters, and regulators, as well as biosynthetic enzymes and small RNAs, each 375 yielding enhanced fitness via diverse mechanisms. For example, overexpression of 376 cysE (which encodes serine acetyltransferase) probably increases nickel tolerance 377 through increased glutathione biosynthesis 53 , while overexpression of rnc (which 378 encodes RNase III) yields a growth benefit in nickel and cobalt stress, as it down-379 regulates the expression of corA, which encodes a transporter that mediates the influx 380 of nickel and cobalt ions into the cell 54 . 381 382
In addition to the known cases, we also identified hundreds of genes that had not been 383 previously associated with a tolerance phenotype in a specific condition, including pssA, 384 dcrA/sdaC, dcrB in sisomicin; pmrD in aluminum; treA, treB and phnM in phosphomycin; 385 sRNAs chiX in nickel and ryhB in zinc; and many genes of unknown function (Fig. 4,  386 Supplementary Table 3) . To follow up some of the novel observations, we assayed the 387 growth of strains overexpressing the genes individually with and without added stress.
388
We used murA overexpression as a test case, as this is known to confer resistance to 389 phosphomycin 55 (Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Growth curves confirmed that the 390 overexpression of either pssA or dcrB confers resistance to the aminoglycoside 391 antibiotic sisomicin, although the mechanism(s) by which this resistance is conferred 392 remains unclear. The gene pssA encodes an essential phosphatidylserine synthase, 393 while dcrB is a periplasmic protein with a role in phage infection 48 . Growth curves also 394 confirm that the overexpression of the outer membrane protein MipA confers strong 395 resistance to benzethonium chloride (Supplementary Fig. 5 These results also agree with clinical data, which shows that the main cause of 409 phosphomycin resistance in patients is the down-regulation of GlpT via down-regulation 410 of cAMP 57 . Accordingly, we also found that overexpression of cpdA (which encodes an 411 enzyme that hydrolyzes cAMP) enhances fitness under phosphomycin stress (Fig. 4) . 412 413
Finally, we analyzed our data for 'epistatic' instances where multiple genes on a 414 fragment are necessary for the observed phenotype. Specifically, we searched for 415 evidence of synergy between genes by analyzing scores for fragments containing more 416 than one gene that are significantly greater than the inferred sum of score of the 417 constituent genes (Methods). In total, we found 6 high scoring epistatic-effect cases 418 across 52 conditions in our Dub-seq dataset (fetA-fetB on nickel, ampD-ampE on 419 benzethonium, ackA-pta on D-lactate, arcA-yjjY on sisomicin, hns-tdk on phosphomycin 420
and yfiF-trxC on potassium acetate (Supplementary Fig.6abc) ). Table  448 3). 449 450
To illustrate the biological insights that can be derived by systematically comparing gain 451 and loss-of-function data on a genomic scale, we present 3 examples: growth in the 452 presence of elevated nickel, cobalt, or sodium chloride (Fig. 5abc) failed to pass the filters for high-confidence effects). In addition to these known 460 examples, there are more novel observations (Fig. 5abc) . Under nickel and cobalt 461 stress, the uncharacterized protein YfgG (DUF2633) is important for tolerance, a finding 462 that is supported by RB-Tnseq data 15 and by individual growth curve analysis of an yfgG 463 overexpression strain (Fig. 5d) . In this proof-of-concept study, we generated a Dub-seq library of E. coli genomic DNA 496 in a broad-range expression vector and assayed the phenotypic importance of 497 overexpressing cloned genes using E. coli as the host bacterium. From 152 genome-498 wide assays, we identified 400 different genes with a high-confidence fitness benefit 499 when overexpressed in at least one experimental condition. The majority of these gene-500 phenotype associations have not previously been reported including, as far as we know, 501
for yfgG, proY, and yfeX (Supplementary In this work, we generated a Dub-seq library with a ~2.6 kb insert size and therefore by 528 design, the library only covers fragments encoding 2-3 genes on an average. Therefore, 529
phenotypes that are only conferred by the activity of a larger group of genes (such as 530 multisubunit complexes) will not be detected. Nevertheless, we did detect 6 instances of 531 'epistatic' interactions in which two neighboring genes show greater fitness score as 532 gene-pairs than the inferred sum of score of the individual genes. By adapting the Dub-533 seq strategy to fosmids, cosmids and bacterial-artificial-chromosomes, future efforts can 534 clone larger size genomic fragments to create Dub-seq libraries for the discovery of 535 activities encoded by multiple genes, including secondary metabolites. 536 537
Given the increasing knowledge gap between genomic sequence and function, and the 538 limited ability of computational approaches to accurately predict gene function from 539 sequence, high-throughput experimental methods are needed to assign gene function 540 and resolve roles of uncharacterized genes. Recently, a number of loss-of-function 541 methods have been developed 5-8,10-14 , but only a fraction of genes from genetically 542 tractable microbes can be readily annotated with a specific function using these 543 approaches. We envision that multiple, complementary experimental approaches that 544 can be applied en masse are ultimately necessary to uncover the roles of most poorly 545 annotated genes from microbial isolates and microbiomes. barcodes on the plasmid we used phosphorylated oFAB2853 and oFAB2854 primers to 661 amplify the entire plasmid pFAB5477, removed the plasmid backbone using DpnI (as 662 per manufacturing instructions, NEB), and ligated the amplified and pure product using 663 T4 ligase (as per manufacturing instructions, NEB). The random N's in oFAB2853 and 664 oFAB2854 ( Supplementary Table 6 ) represent the UP and DOWN barcode 665 sequences. The ligated product, pFAB5491, was column purified using the Qiagen PCR 666 purification kit, transformed into DH10B electro-competent cells (NEB 10-Beta E. coli 667 cells, as per manufacturing instructions, NEB) and transformants were selected on LB-668 agar plates supplemented with 30 ug/ml chloramphenicol. The next day, ~250,000 669 colony forming units (CFU) were estimated and scraped together into 20 ml LB with 30 670 ug/ml chloramphenicol. The culture library was diluted to an optical density at 600 nm 671 (OD600) of 0.2 in fresh LB medium supplemented with 30 ug/ml chloramphenicol and 672 grown to a final OD600 of ~1.2. We added glycerol to a final concentration of 15%, 673 made multiple 1 ml glycerol stocks, and stored them at -80ºC. We also collected cell 674 pellets to prepare plasmid DNA of pFAB5491 for further characterization of the library 675 (BPseq and requires an exact match of 9 nucleotides on both sides. By default, these flanking 703 sequences may be up to 2 nucleotides away from their expected positions. The script 704 also requires that each position in each barcode have a quality score of at least 20 (that 705 is, an estimated error rate of under 1%). This gives an initial list of pairs of barcodes 706 with the correct length and reliable sequence quality.
708
We applied two additional filters to minimize the number of erroneous barcode pairs that 709 can be caused by PCR artifacts or sequencing errors. First, we check whether a given 710 barcode can be a result of a single nucleotide substitution introduced in a real barcode 711 and filter out all such barcodes. We perform a pairwise sequence comparison of all 712 extracted barcodes (UP and DOWN barcodes are treated separately) and search for 713 "similar" barcodes. Two barcodes are considered to be similar if they are different by 714 only one nucleotide. A given barcode passes the filter if it does not have similar 715 barcodes or it is at least two times more frequent than the most abundant similar 716 barcode. 717 718
Second, we check whether a given barcode pair can be a result of chimeric PCR and 719
filter out all such pairs. As the region between and around UP and DOWN barcodes are 720 identical in all plasmids in our library, we expected artifacts from formation of chimeric 721
BPseq PCR products 13 . We perform a pairwise comparison of all barcode pairs and 722 search for "related" pairs. Two barcode pairs are considered to be related if they have 723 either the same UP or DOWN barcodes. The presence of the same UP (or DOWN) 724 barcode in multiple barcode pairs is potentially a sign of chimeric PCR. To distinguish 725 the true barcode pair from the chimeric one, we check the frequency of all the related 726 barcode pairs. A given barcode pair passes the filter and is considered to be non-727 chimeric if it does not have related pairs or it is at least two times more frequent than the 728 most abundant related barcode pair. As a result, the 'reference set' of barcode pairs is 729 created. From the BPseq step we obtained 5,436,798 total reads. Among these, total 730 usable reads (reads that support barcode pairs from the reference set) were 2,933,702 731 and represent about 54% of total reads. 732 733
Dub-seq vector preparation for cloning genomic fragments 734
To prepare the Dub-seq vector pFAB5491 for cloning, we made 900 ul or about 100 ug 735 of plasmid preparation (Qiagen plasmid miniprep kit), and performed two rounds of PmiI 736 digestion. Restriction digestion reaction included 900 ul (total 100 ug) of pFAB5491 737 plasmid, 100 ul PmiI enzyme, 400 ul 10X cutsmart buffer, and water to make up the 738 volume of 4000 ul. We incubated the reaction at 37ºC on a heating block for 4 hours 739 and then checked the reaction progress on an analytical 1% agarose gel. To 740 dephosphorylate the restriction-digested vector, we added 1 unit of rSAP for every 1 741 pmol of DNA ends (about 1 µg of a 3 kb plasmid), and incubated at 37ºC for 2 hours in 742 a PCR machine. We stopped the reaction by heat-inactivation of rSAP and restriction 743 enzyme at 70ºC for 20 minutes. The cut and dephosphorylated vector library was then 744 gel purified (Qiagen gel extraction kit). To remove any uncut vector, we repeated the 745 entire process of restriction digestion, dephosphorylation, and purification. The final 746 concentration of cut and pure barcoded vector library used for cloning genome 747 fragments was about ~30 ng/ul. 748 749
Construction of E. coli Dub-seq library 750
To construct Dub-seq library of E. coli genomic fragments, we extracted E. coli 751 BW25113 genomic DNA and 1 ug was fragmented by ultrasonication to an average size 752 of 3000 bp with a Covaris S220 focused ultrasonicator. The sheared genomic DNA was 753 then gel purified and end-repaired using End-IT kit (Epicentre, as per manufacturer 754 instruction). Briefly the 50 ul reaction included: 34 ul sheared DNA (1.0 ug total), 5 ul 755 ATP 10 mM, 5 ul dNTP mix (10 mM), 5 ul EndIt buffer 10X and 1-2 ul EndIT enzyme.
756
We incubated the reaction at room temperature for 45 mins, and inactivated the enzyme 757 by incubating the reaction at 70ºC for 10 minutes. The end-repaired genome fragments 758
were purified with PCR clean-up kit (Qiagen), and quantified on Nanodrop.
760
The end-repaired genomic fragments were then ligated to the restriction-digested, 761 sequence-characterized dual barcoded backbone vector (pFAB5491) at 8:1 762 insert:vector ratio using Fast-link Ligase enzyme (Epicentre, as per manufacturer 763 instruction). The total 60 ul ligation reaction consists of 4 ul of restriction-digested 764 pFAB5491, 20 ul End-repaired DNA, 3 ul ATP (10 mM), 6 ul 10X ligase buffer, 19 ul 765 water and 8 ul Fast-link-ligase. The ligation was incubated overnight (18 hrs) at 16ºC, 766 inactivated at 75ºC for 15 minutes, and purified using PCR purification kit (Qiagen). 767 768
For transforming the ligation reaction, 60 ul of column-purified ligation reaction was 769 mixed gently with 1500 ul of NEB DH10B electrocompetent cells on ice and then the 770 mix was dispensed 60 ul per cuvette. Electroporation was done using parameters 771 supplied by NEB. Transformed cells were recovered by adding 1 ml SOC recovery 772 media (as per competent cell manufacturer instruction, NEB). We pooled all recoveries 773 and added additional 10 ml of fresh SOC. Transformants were then incubated at 37ºC 774 with shaking for 90 minutes. We spun down the pellets and resuspended the pellet in 6 775 ml SOC. Different volumes of 6 ml resuspended pellets were then plated on overnight-776 dried bioassay plates (Thermo Scientific # 240835) of LB agar supplemented with 30 777 ug/ml chloramphenicol. We also did dilution series for estimating CFUs.
779
We determined the number of colonies required for 99% coverage of E. coli genome 780 using the formula N = ln(1-0.99)/ln(1-(Insert size/Genome Size)) to ensure that genome 781 fragments are present in the cloned library 70 . For example, to cover the E. coli genome 782
(of size 4.7 Mb) with fragments of 3 kb, we need about 4,610 strains for 99% coverage.
783
We collected ~40,000 colonies by scraping the colonies using a sterile spatula into 20 784 ml LB supplemented with 30 ug/ml chloramphenicol in a 50 ml Falcon tube and mixed 785
well. This E. coli Dub-seq library was then diluted to an optical density at 600 nm 786 (OD600) of 0.2 in fresh LB supplemented with 30 ug/ml chloramphenicol and grown to a 787 final OD600 of ~1.2 at 37ºC. We added glycerol to a final concentration of 15%, made 788 multiple stocks of 1 ml volume, and stored the aliquots at -80C. We also made cell 789 pellets to store at -80ºC and to make large plasmid preparation (Qiagen) genomic fragment (strain) using fscore script from the Dub-seq python library with 929 default parameters. First, the script identifies a subset of barcodes mapped to the 930 genomic regions that are well represented in the time-zero samples for a given 931 experiment set. We require that a barcode have at least 10 reads in at least one time-932 zero sample to be considered a valid barcode for a given experiment set. Then the 933 fscore script calculates fitness score only for the strains with valid barcodes. 934 935
Strain fitness ( ! ) is calculated as a normalized log ! ratio of counts between the 936 treatment (condition or end) sample s ! and sum of counts across all (start) time-zero ! 937 938
Then the strain fitness scores are normalized so that the median in each experiment is 941 zero.
943
Calculating gene-score (gScore) 944
Given the fitness scores calculated for all Dub-seq fragments, we estimate a fitness 945 score for each individual gene that is covered by at least one fragment. As mentioned in 946 the Results, simply averaging the scores for the fragments that cover a gene gives 947 spurious results for non-causative genes that are adjacent to a causative gene. To 948 overcome this problem we modeled the fitness score of each fragment as the sum of 949 the fitness scores of the genes that are completely covered by this fragment. Our model 950 for estimating gene scores assumes that genes contribute independently to fitness, that 951 most genes have little impact on fitness, and that intergenic regions have no effect on 952 host fitness. 953 954
To estimate gene scores, we cannot use ordinary least squares (OLS), the most 955 common type of regression, because of over fitting, which would produce unrealistic 956 high positive and low negative scores for many genes. We also considered 957 regularization methods (Ridge, LASSO, and ElasticNet), but these suffered from either 958 too much shrinkage of fitness scores (biasing them towards zero) or failed to eliminate 959 over fitting (see Supplementary note). In our model, the expected fitness of a fragment is given by 968
were !" is a fitness score of a gene covered by -th fragment completely. The NNLS 969 minimizes 970 971 || − || ! ! , subject to ≥ 0 972 where a vector of gene fitness scores to be estimated, is vector of the "observed" 973 fitness scores of fragments, a matrix of ones and zeros defining which gene is 974 covered by which fragment completely. Gene scores were calculated using the gscore 975 script from the Dub-seq python library with default parameters, which uses the nnls 976 function from the optimize package of the scipy python library. 977
High-confidence gene scores and estimating the false discovery rate 978
We used several filters to identify gene scores that were likely to be of high-confidence 979 and reliable. Whereas the non-negative regression was used to determine if the high 980 fitness of the fragments covering the gene are due to this gene or a nearby gene, these 981 filters were intended to ensure that the fragments covering the gene had a genuine 982 benefit. The first filter was |gene score| >= 2, as such a large effect occurred just 4 times 983 in 17 control comparisons between independently-processed but identical "start" 984 samples (0.2 per experiment). In contrast the actual conditions gave 40 large effects per 985 experiment on average (over 150 times more). 986 987
Second, we noticed that some genes had high scores because of a single fragment with 988 a very high score. These fragments did not have high scores in replicate experiments, 989 so their high scores might be due to secondary mutations. To filter out these cases, we 990 performed a single-sample t test on the fragment scores (for the fragments that covered 991 the gene) and required P < 0.05. This test asks if the mean is significantly different from 992 a reference value. To handle uncertainty in the true centering of the fragment scores 993 (which were normalized to have a median of zero), we considered the mean of all 994 fragment scores for the experiment. We used this as the reference value (instead of 995 zero) if this mean had the same sign as the gene's score. This makes the filter slightly 996
